International Law
LECTURE SERIES

Tuesday, October 25, 2011
12:30 - 1:50 PM
Reading Room, Law Library, D201 - LUNCH PROVIDED

Transitional Justice for New Wars: Colombia and Beyond
Elvira Maria Restrepo, PhD

Dr. Restrepo holds a JD equivalent from Universidad de los Andes (Colombia), an LLM from Harvard University Law School and a Doctorate in Politics from Oxford University. Her current research interests include comparative studies in justice, crime and conflict. From 2003-2007, she was an Assistant Professor in the Economics Department at the Universidad de los Andes where she taught courses on the interplay between crime and conflict. She was a member of CEDE (Universidad de los Andes) and Fedesarrollo (the economic think-tank), where she worked mainly in topics related to crime, terrorism, criminal justice and conflict. Dr. Restrepo currently teaches in the Department of International Studies at the University of Miami.

SAVE THE DATE: Tuesday, November 8, 2011